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Strategic Case Study Exam – Mock 1 

Maximum time allowed: 3 hours 

This exam is structured as follows: 

Section Number Number of Tasks Time for section (minutes) Number of sub tasks % time to spend on each 
sub task 

1 1 60 2 (a) 52% 
(b) 48% 

2 1 60 2 (a) 52% 
(b) 48% 

3 1 60 3 (a) 48% 
(b) 26% 
(c) 26% 

 

Each section (task) has a number of sub tasks. An indication of how much of the time available for the section that you should allocate to planning and writing 

your answer is shown against each sub task in the text of the question (and summarised in the table above). 

This information will be available for you to access during the examination by clicking on the Pre-seen button.  
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Section 1 (60 mins)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

The board at Runnabout has just concluded a meeting regarding some recent rumours that have been circulating. Shortly after that meeting, CFO Geo 

Pataros calls you into his office: 

“Good afternoon, and sorry for bringing all of this to you on such short notice, but things are developing quickly. We’ve received word from someone 

working inside the central government that Deeland-based electric scooter manufacturer GoTik is looking to establish a scooter-sharing service here in 

Geeland sometime in the next 6 months. This is a significant concern, as we would no longer be the only “pedal-free” micromobility provider in Geeland. 

As you may be aware, electric scooters tend to operate at higher speeds than hoverboards, as well as being versatile enough to travel on both roads 

and pavements. 

The board is worried that we may quickly lose our competitive advantage in the event that GoTik establishes itself in Geeland. CEO Mei Yee has suggested 

that we immediately look into establishing our own electric scooter offering as quickly as possible. His suggestion is that we locate a manufacturer of 

electric scooters and retrofit our existing hoverboard docks in all 14 cities to accommodate 50% electric scooters, 50% hoverboards. Mei believes this 

to be the quickest way of pre-empting the threat from GoTik. Director of Operations Alan Peters however believes that this move may cannibalise our 

hoverboard rentals and seemed generally sceptical about the proposal. 

We have another meeting tomorrow morning where the intention is to come to a final decision on the proposal. I’m very pressed for time, so I’d 

appreciate your help: 

• Please draft a report outlining whether this proposal makes sense from a strategic point of view. Give reasons for your answers, taking into 

account the points raised at today’s meeting.  [sub task (a) = 52%] 

Relatedly, and towards the end of the meeting, HR Director Pat Olly pointed out that our overall strategic direction may need a fundamental rethink in 

light of this newly perceived threat. He indicated that we are increasingly operating in an ecosystem environment, and that we may be falling behind 

rivals such as Dokbyke in this respect. I have to say, I was a little caught off guard by this “ecosystem” idea. I understand that you have some experience 

in this area? If so, please include in your report an explanation of how ecosystems, or an ecosystem mindset, could impact our organisational strategy 

as we consider revising our strategic direction. [sub task (b) = 48%] 

Please have the draft sent back to me within the hour if possible, thank you.” 
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Please respond to Geo’s requests below: 

 

From: Senior Manager 

To: Geo Pataros, CFO 

Subject: Strategic direction & Ecosystems 
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Section 2 (60 mins) 

It’s a week later, and you receive the following email from CFO Geo Pataros: 

From: Geo Pataros, CFO 

To: Senior Manager 

Subject: Funding options & political risk 

Good morning, 

Well it’s with some relief that I share this news with you. It has been officially confirmed that GoTik will not be establishing a scooter-sharing scheme 

here in Geeland for the foreseeable future. However, CEO Mei Yee seems less relieved, and has taken this recent scare as a sign that we are much less 

prepared strategically than we had previously assumed. Mei Yee suggests that we have become complacent, and that we need to diversify our offering 

to ensure our long-term viability. She has therefore recommended that we press ahead with the electric scooter idea, albeit with somewhat less urgency 

(or panic!) than we had been until now. 

The plan at this point is that we will not retrofit our existing docks in light of the concerns elaborated by Alan Peters. Rather, we will build separate 

electric scooter docks in all 14 cities. The thinking at present is that we will pilot the project in Capital City to assess uptake rates and the impact on our 

hoverboard usage, and “piggyback” on our existing infrastructure by establishing the new scooter docks alongside our hoverboard docks. This should 

give us a good insight into our existing customers’ real preferences by reducing “switching costs”. 

Ironically, GoTik may be the best candidate to supply the scooters that we will need for this new venture! Unfortunately, between the purchase/import 

of electric scooters, and the building of docks and necessary infrastructure across all 14 Geeland cities, this is likely to be a significant investment for us. 

Funding options are being discussed and the initial CapEx estimate is G$6,500 million. 

• I would appreciate your thoughts on whether funding by debt or equity would be more prudent given Runnabout’s current financial status?  

[sub task (a) = 52%] 

Secondly, this new venture is of course going to require licensing from the various city councils. Fortunately, we already have strong relationships 

established with the majority of city councils through our consultancy work. However, the recent scare of a new entrant into the market underlined the 

potential importance of the central government to our fortunes. The fact that we did not have reliable information indicates that we are perhaps not 

managing that relationship as well as we should be. In our risk register at present, we really only focus on the local/city councils. 
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• I’d appreciate if you could prepare a report recommending a suitable approach to managing our relationship with the Geeland government. 

Please include in your discussion the main political risks we face vis-à-vis the Geeland central government. [sub task (b) = 48%] 

Thank you in advance, I’m looking forward to your feedback. 

Regards, 

Geo Pataros 
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Write a response to Geo’s email below: 

From: Senior Manager 

To: Geo Pataros, CFO 

Subject: RE: Funding options & political risk 
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Section 3 (60 mins) 

It’s several months later. The Capital City pilot project is up and running. CFO Geo Pataros forwards you the following email from Director of Operations 

Alan Peters, asking if you could address each of his queries:  

From: Alan Peters, Director of Operations 

To: Geo Pataros, CFO 

Subject: Cybersecurity, currency risk & ethical issue 

Good afternoon, 

I’m attaching an article from yesterday’s Geeland Telegraph. This has been something that I’ve been concerned about for some time. Our rental process 

is currently much more complex than that of some rival companies in the bike rental segment. CEO Mei Yee has always maintained that data and 

cybersecurity must come before convenience. However, I believe that we are getting left behind when it comes to our rental process and beginning to 

look antiquated compared to our rivals. Moreover, the attached article seems to suggest that the more involved rental process may not even be more 

secure taking all variables into account! I really would like to convince Mei Yee to rethink her position on this, but I feel I need to address her concerns 

regarding cybersecurity first and foremost. 

• I would appreciate if you could recommend what policies on cybersecurity might reduce or compensate for some of the exposure risks 

identified in the article below? [sub task (a) = 48%] 

 

Secondly, early indications are that the electric scooter pilot has been a success, with new customers being drawn in. It seems there were plenty of 

people out there who were put off hoverboards due to the perceived lack of stability! So, the board is now keen to roll electric scooters out across all 

14 cities one by one. This will involve making several large orders of electric scooters from GoTik in Deeland. There has been considerable volatility in 

the last year or so in the exchange rate between the D$ and the G$, and we continue to periodically pay for replacement hoverboards from Minnering. 

• Could you please include in your briefing notes what mechanisms are available to us to protect against adverse currency movements, and how 

cost-effective they are likely to be? [sub task (b) = 26%] 

Finally, there has been some discussion amongst the board of increasing the speed of our hoverboards as users continue to express frustration regarding 
the current limitations. The electric scooters are proving preferable from this perspective, although their added stability means this extra speed is less 
of a risk factor. Although we’re pleased with consumer response to the scooters, we do not want to entirely lose our hoverboard customer base 
considering the amount of capital we have invested to date. 
Alan Peters 
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I believe that we should certainly increase the maximum speed of our hoverboards, given the repeated frustration expressed by many current customers. 
It is almost certainly one of the main reasons they would switch over to electric scooters. However, HR Director Pat Olly believes that to do so would be 
highly unethical, in light of the fact that the speed increase is almost certainly going to lead to a higher rate of accidents amongst hoverboard users – 
which in turn means increasing the dangers for Geeland pedestrians in general. I believe this is ultimately not our responsibility, seeing as we cannot 
control how safely or otherwise Runnabout customers use hoverboards once they rent them. Moreover, we are covered by insurance, and so we are 
already effectively insulated from financial risks. 
 
Perhaps I’m missing something, so I’d appreciate a second opinion on this:  
 

• Could you please explain the ethical issues associated with increasing the maximum speed on our hoverboards? [sub task (c) = 26%] 
 
I look forward to your thoughts, 
 
Alan Peters, 
Director of Operations 
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Article 

 

Geeland Telegraph 
 

The security conundrum for micromobility sharing schemes 
by Derek Banks, Business Correspondent 
 
Reports of thefts at bike-sharing and hoverboard-sharing docks are on the rise as petty criminals and even some inner-city gangs are beginning 
to take advantage of groggy commuters as they fumble through their wallets and smartphones. Police reports have risen by around 60% in the 
last year as the schemes continue to grow in popularity. This rising popularity is part of the problem. As commuters pile out of public transport 
or leave offices en masse and descend upon these docks, they are often left idling with their phones at the ready, or credit cards ready to swipe. 
In the chaos of the crowds, these criminals are finding it relatively easy to pick off credit cards or smartphones from the hands of distracted 
commuters. 

 
Dokbyke currently uses a simple credit card swiping system at its docks. Of course, this has raised some concerns from both the banking sector 
and users themselves, that they are taking undue risks in repeatedly taking out their credit cards in open public spaces. And indeed, those 
concerns seem justified by the spike in credit card thefts. Hoverboard service Runnabout uses a more involved rental system, requiring the use 
of the smartphone app to access the users’ account and retrieve a 5-digit code. Unfortunately, the evidence seems to suggest that overall, this 
may be no better! Criminals are now realising that once logged in, a users’ credit card details can be retrieved from within the application. And 
so, they are timing their smartphone thefts to coincide with the point when a user has likely logged in to their account. Moreover, thefts of 
wallets and other items have increased among Runnabout users as the rental process is so involved and time-consuming that they are often too 
distracted to keep a close eye on their wallets and other possessions…  
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Write a response to Alan Peter’s email below: 

From: Senior Manager 

To: Alan Peters, Director of Operations 

Subject: RE: Cybersecurity, currency risk & ethical issue 
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